Abstract-Automatic power line recognition from cluttered background is an important and challenging task for a vision based unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) power line inspection system. In this paper, we propose a power line recognition method based on liner object enhancement and parallel lines constraint. A new double-side filter is proposed to enhance the power lines, and then the radon transform is used to find the parallel lines as the power line recognition results. Our experiments on real image data captured from UAV demonstrate our method is effective for automatic power line recognition.
I. INTRODUCTION
urveillance and maintenance of electrical infrastructure is a critical issue for the reliability of electricity transmission. Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAVs) provides a cheap and flexible way to gather spatial data from power line corridors. Overhead power line inspection in remote and rural areas is an ideal application for UAVs [1] . In order to achieve automatic power line surveillance and inspection using UAVs, a power line detection method is required. A real time and reliable detection method is very important to avoid colliding and ensure the safety as the UAV is flying along with the high voltage transmission lines.
Automatic power line detection from aerial images is a challenging task because the background is complex and the power line is weak in aerial images. The related works are limited. Some work on the visual control of an UAV for power line inspection has been simulated in a laboratory test experiment [2] . They proposed an automatic power line detection method based on Hough transform, but the approach was just a simulation of straight line detection and not evaluated in real image data. For the real aerial image, most of the related researches recognized the power lines after liner object enhancement or edge extraction. Reference [3] proposed a power transmission line detection methods, they use the method which is proposed in reference [4] [5] to extract the linear object, and then detect the power line in each sub-block and connect them by kalman filter. Li et al [1] proposed a toward automatic power line detection for surveillance system using pulse coupled neural filter and Hough transform. They removed the background noise and generate edge map use PCNN. An improved Hough transform was applied find parallel lines in Hough space as the detection results. Hessian matrix analyze was used for liner object enhancement [6-8], reference [7] used this Hessian method to enhance power lines and detection them by radon transforms. The above methods work well when the power lines are clearly distinct from the background, but these may fail when the complicated background submerges the power lines. According to the observation, the power lines in aerial images have some characters: 1) Power lines are usually having brighter intensity than the background from downward view. 2) Power lines are approximately straight lines cross the in the images. Usually, these power lines are parallel to each other. In this paper, we detect the power lines based on these two characters. First, a new double-side filter method is proposed to enhance the power lines in clutter background. This method use a couple filters to enhance the liner structure in one direction; the edge of bright area will be restrained by this way; After the enhancement, the radon transform is employed to detect the straight lines; Finally, the power lines is recognized by parallel lines constraint. The proposed method can recognition power lines in complex environment correctly and effectively.
II. LINER OBJECT ENHANCEMENT BY DOUBLE-SIDE FILTERS
In order to detect the power lines in aerial images, we hope to discriminate the pixels belong to lines. Edge extraction could enhance the pixels in power lines, and the edges of other objects in background are enhanced at the same time. In complex environment the power lines recognition will be disturbed by these mistaken enhancement. This paper proposes a new double-side filter to reduce the distortion of background and enhance liner object such as power lines.
Convolution is widely used in image filtering; the common mask in image processing is the convolution. Convolution is a linear operation, it is a mathematical operator to generate 
and, the formula is as follows:
In image processing the convolution is calculate as formula (2):
Where n m, are the coordinate of pixel, the size of the mask
, the convolution result is image's local structure response to the filter mask T .
As shown in Fig1, power lines are bright liner object in the aerial image, Fig 2 shows the gray-level of power lines, and the shape of these curves are similar. Based on this, a group of liner filters to enhance power lines are proposed. Before this, reference [8] used two-dimensional matched filters to detect blood vessels in retinal images which are widely used in liner object enhancement. But as shown in Fig 5(c) , this kind of filters will also have strong response on the edge of object boundary, and bring mistake for the final recognition.
In order to avoid the wrong response and reserve the power lines, this paper use double-sides filter to enhance the power lines in image. Figure 4 shows a couple of the double-sides filter in vertical orientation. Only when a pixel has strong response for the both filter, the pixel is considered belong to a kind of liner object. This paper use 12 couple (24) filter masks (size: 13*13) to enhance the lines in each orientation. The orientations of these filters are shown in In this paper, the following algorithm is used to enhance the power lines in any orientation: As shown in Fig 5: 1) Edge extraction met every pixel which has brightness change, thi lot of noise; 2) Liner enhance method in traditional one-piece enhance method. This noise than edge extraction, but will enhance object at the same time. 3) Proposed doubl enhance the bright lines in images and ha enhancement result of proposed method is following power line recognition.
III. POWER LINE RECOGNITION BASED CONSTRAINT RADON
In a Euclidean plane, a straight line can be distance ρ and a direction θ from the x ax and is defined as follow:
Based on the definition, the RT me difficult global detection problem in the ima more easily solved local peak detection parameter domain [9] . The formula of the R to detect a line is:
Where, the D is denoted the x-y i ( , ) I x y is the gray scale of each pixel, th delta function that forces the integration o straight line. bel roposed age and a noise one, b) gives the enhancement ment result of propose thod will enhance is method brings a n reference [8] is s method has less e the boundary of le-side filter only as few noise. The s very fit for the ON PARALLEL e represented by a xis in an x-y plane, ethod converts a age domain into a problem in the RT that is utilized dxdy y ) sinθ (5) image plane, the e δ is the Dirac of ( , ) I x y along a As shown in Fig 8, For every test image, the proposed double-side filter liner object enhancement method has the best performance. The t P of proposed method are much higher than any other method. V. CONCLUSIONS This paper proposes an automatic power line recognition method for UAV inspection vision system. First of all, we propose a novel double-side filter method to enhance the liner object. Different from existing method, the new method enhance liner object by couples of filters. By this way, this method will reduce response of noise points and the boundary of image areas. After the enhancement, the radon transform is employed to find straight lines, parallel lines constraint is used in the power line recognition to avoid the misidentification caused by road or farmland. The experimental results on real aerial images validate the effectiveness of this method. The proposed method is excellence in complex environment.
